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 HIGHLIGHTS 

Highlights of the RBI’s revised Framework for resolution of Stressed Assets 

• Unlike the earlier framework that covered banks and All India Term Financial Institutions (AIFI’s), the scope and reach under the new framework has been extended to include Non 

Banking Financial Companies (NFBC’s) and Small Finance Banks (SFB’s) 

• The framework requires lenders to put in place a board approved policy for resolution of stressed assets including measures that address various signs of financial difficulty, which 

will also be subject to supervisory oversight by RBI 

• Lenders will continue to identify incipient stress in loans, immediately on default by classifying them under SMA-0, SMA-1 and SMA-21; frequency of reporting stressed loans for 

exposures above Rs.5 crore to CRILC remains un-changed 

• Key departure from the erstwhile framework is the granting of a 30 day “Review Period” (unlike the earlier framework that offered no grace period) from the date of default, during 

which, the lender (excluding NBFC’s) may formulate or decide the resolution strategy 

• During the review period, creditors shall enter into an Inter Creditor Agreement (ICA), that will formulate the ground rules for implementation of the RP. Furthermore, decision 

agreed by creditors under the ICA that represent 75% of the creditor by value and 60% by number shall be binding upon all the lenders as against 100% mandated earlier 

• The RP requires to be implemented within 180 days of the end of the “Review Period”; the implementation of the revised framework comes into immediate effect for exposures 

above Rs.2000 crore, and for exposures between Rs.1500-2000 crore from January 1,2020. Further, for exposures below Rs.1500 crore, the reference date will be announced in due 

course of time 

• Failure to formulate a RP within the stipulated timeline of 180 days will entail lenders making additional provision of 20% which would step-up to 35% if the matter remains un-

resolved upto 365 days; under the erstwhile dispensation, the matter was compulsorily referred for resolution under Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC) on expiry of 15 

days post the resolution period of 180 days 

• The revised dispensation incentivizes lenders to reverse half of such additional provisions upon reference under IBC; despite this relaxation, lenders may adopt a case specific 

approach, especially if they expect the haircuts upon resolution under IBC to be higher than provisions 

• As was also the case under the February 12 circular, all the legacy restructuring schemes (S4A, SDR,5/25 etc) stand withdrawn 

• Restructured accounts can be upgraded on repayment of atleast 10% of the outstanding principal, which has been relaxed from 20% earlier, subject to an investment grade rating 

from external rating agency 

• As per ICRA’s estimates, this will not lead to an increase in the non-performing assets at the system level, however it may force banks to make higher credit provisions on large 

accounts if they were to delay the implementation of resolution plans currently having SMA 1/SMA2 status or even on those accounts which are recognized as non-performing. 

Further, delayed resolution on large-ticket NPA accounts may entail accelerated provisioning as compared to regulatory minimum requirements 

 

 

                                                           
1 If Principal or interest payment is partly or fully overdue for a) 0-30 days = SMA 0, b) 31-60 days = SMA 1, c) 61-90 days = SMA 2. 

https://rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_PressReleaseDisplay.aspx?prid=47248
https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=11218&Mode=0
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Overall approach of RBI to deal with stressed assets remains strong: Following the Hon’ble Supreme Court’s ruling vide its order dated April 2, 2019, wherein the earlier framework on 

Resolution of Stressed Assets dated February 12, 2018 was quashed, the RBI has formulated a revised framework that replaces the earlier one. The revised framework incentivizes lenders 

to be more pro-active in pursuing resolution of stressed accounts in a timebound manner, failing which the they run the risk of accelerated credit provisions on large sized borrowers, which 

will be higher than regulatory minimum requirements. We believe the revised framework will continue to push lenders for active resolution and the overall approach of RBI for dealing with 

stressed assets remains strong. 

Provisioning even on standard SMA 1 and SMA 2 accounts, if resolution delayed: The earlier circular proposed a compulsory reference of stressed assets for resolution under IBC upon the 

expiry of 6 months from the date of account turning SMA. In the revised circular, once the accounts get classified as SMA1, a resolution plan needs to be implemented in a time bound 

manner to correct the SMA status of the borrower. In case of failure to implement a resolution plan (i.e. to correct the SMA status of the borrower), the bank will need to make 

provisioning of 20% even if the account remains standard and further increase provisioning to 35% in case implementation of resolution plan is delayed by a year. Effectively, the 

provisioning on the stressed accounts will become a norm, even if the account remains in SMA1 or SMA2 category unlike the existing regulatory requirement of standard asset provisioning.  

Provisioning on NPA accounts will get accelerated, if resolution delayed: The accounts which turns NPAs currently require a provision of 15% in the first year and 25% in second year and 

40% in third and finally to be fully provided for. However, as per revised framework, for large sized borrowers, if the resolution plan is not implemented in a time-bound manner, the 

provisioning on such accounts can increase up-to 50% in a period of 4-5 quarters from the account turning SMA. This will prompt the banks to accelerate the resolution process in our view. 

External ratings retained for implementation of resolution plan: The framework continues to require independent credit evaluation (ICE) from credit rating agencies (CRAs) subject to a 

minimum credit opinion of "RP4" on scale of "RP1" to "RP7". In absence of the minimum requisite level of credit opinion, the resolution plan will not be deemed to be implemented. The 

resolution plans of large borrowers with Rs 100 crore and above of exposure from banks will need ICE from a single CRA while borrowers with Rs.500 crore and above exposure will 

necessitate ICE from two CRA’s. 

Provisioning on standard stressed accounts to drive resolution: With heavy provisioning requirement of up to 35% on stressed standard accounts, banks will be forced to put up a 

resolution plan. Furthermore, no special concession has been extended to any sector under the revised framework. Lenders will have to endure higher provisions on failing to implement the 

RP irrespective of the sectoral exposure of the assets. The lenders under the revised framework, will be bound to enter into an Inter Creditor Agreement, in case it is decided to implement a 

resolution plan. The ICA will be binding on all the creditors party to the ICA if it is approved by 75% of the creditors in terms of outstanding value and 60% of the number of creditors. In 

ICRA’s opinion, lowering the requisite creditor approval limits is expected to expedite the overall resolution process by avoiding possible impasse under multi creditor arrangements. 

Provisioning reversal may incentivize reference to IBC:  The effectiveness of the new framework to ensure timely resolution has been enhanced by extending relaxations to the lender by 

allowing reversal of 50% of additional provisions (of additional 35% made in addition to IRAC norms) for cases that are referred for resolution under IBC. This is unlike the earlier framework 

that made referral to IBC compulsory without any concessions, in case the resolution plan was to fail. ICRA believes, that lenders are more likely to approach referral to IBC on a case specific 

basis as viability under the IBC route will depend on the extent of haircut the bank may take. The volume of such stressed cases, particularly with respect to exposures more than Rs.2,000 

crore was estimated by us at ~ Rs.3.8 lakh crore of exposure across 72 large borrowers as of September 2018. 

Given the stringency of the earlier framework, a large volume of stressed assets is already under various stages of resolution. Moreover, banks and AIFI’s have under-taken accelerated 

provisioning on several of these assets over FY2019 on the back of capital support from the GoI. In ICRA’s view, incremental stressed assets identified and pursued under the new framework 
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is likely to be lower in comparison to the earlier framework in the immediate near term. Going forward, speedy resolution of stressed assets will be key in shoring up profitability by freeing 

up provisions, which in-turn will be subject to the extent of hair-cut already taken by the lender. Large scale recoveries can aid in the prospects of these banks to raise capital in FY2020 and 

FY2021 as well. 

Upgradation criterion relaxed, subject to investment grade ratings: Under the revised framework, RBI has relaxed the criterion for up-gradation of NPA accounts or accounts that get 

classified as NPAs upon restructuring under the resolution plan. The accounts can be upgraded if the borrower has demonstrated meaningful track record of timely debt repayments and 

has paid at-least 10% of the principal outstanding at time of resolution plan, as against the earlier dispensation that required at least 20% repayment. Despite this relaxation, the upgrade of 

restructured accounts continues to remain subject to a minimum investment grade credit rating from a CRA. In our view, entities having sustainable financial and operational risk profiles 

are more likely to be upgraded by CRAs and this will ensure that only viable accounts get upgraded at later stages, irrespective of debt amortization at time of upgrade.  
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